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Listening > Learning 
Family Page 

lesson passage: James 1 

We are learning all about God expecting his followers to be quick to listen and slow to speak or get upset. One of 
the ways we thought we can practice this as a family is to simply have conversations. Maybe this happens around 
a table or maybe in the car, but it can be a fun way to connect and practice listening as well as speaking up 
appropriately. 

We found an acrostic that may be helpful too: 
Before you speak, THINK. 
T- is it True; H- is it Helpful; I- is it Inspiring, N- is it Necessary, K- is it Kind 
If you like this, there are lots of printables available.

This week’s verse: James 1:19 (NIRV)  
My dear brothers and sisters, pay attention to what I say. Everyone should be quick to listen. But they should be 
slow to speak. They should be slow to get angry.  

Theme Verse: James 1:25 (NIRV)  
But suppose someone takes a good look at the perfect law that gives freedom. And they keep looking at it. Suppose 
they don’t forget what they’ve heard, but they do what the law says. Then this person will be blessed in what they 
do.
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Scripture Memory: 

Children have set goals within their small groups for how many verses they are going to learn this unit, up to 5 each. 
As you see on the front of this Family Page, we will send a weekly verse each week and there is an overall unit verse 
as well. 

Children will be telling their verses to their leader from 5:45-6pm each week. Leaders will keep track of verses 
learned each week so that kiddos may choose their prize based on total number learned on Review Night. If children 
miss a week or don’t remember a verse one week, it’s ok! They are welcome to tell them the next time. They can 
recite more than one verse a week. 

The purpose of scripture memory is to hide God’s Word in our hearts so that Holy Spirit can bring them to mind 
(Psalm 119;11). We are not encouraging kiddos to quick memorize; our goal is understanding. If you need to 
change to words to make sense, that’s fine as long as the meaning remains the same. If you do this, please write it 
down so that your child’s leader knows what they’ve learned. 

Family Service Project: 
You will find a page with several ideas for Acts of Kindness. Our encouragement to your family this unit is to set a 
challenge as a family for how many additional acts of kindness you can perform for others during the upcoming 5 
weeks. James says our lives should change because we know Christ. Let’s work together to show our community that 
we love them. 

On the 6th week we will come together for a Family Potluck Dinner to celebrate what God did in and through us as 
we looked for opportunities to be extra kind. We will share a meal and an evening of storytelling as we share how 
God used each of us over the last few weeks. 


